Welcome back to another term. Already we have entered into a term jam packed with fun, learning and adventures.

Monday started us with a chance to tell everyone about our adventures undertaken over the school holidays. Thursday was a big day with students from every class heading to Feluga State School for a Science and motor skill day. Prep/Year one students were given the opportunity to learn new and exciting gross and fine motor skills such as kicking, throwing, balancing, cutting and pasting. Students thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Below are some photos of the day.

The start of term 3 also brings the start of new units of work for History and Geography. History this semester is allowing the students to learn about what is was like growing up in the earlier years and comparing this to how it is like growing up today. Geography is looking at a significant place or in our case, area. Why is this area important to us and how can we preserve it for the future. Maths is being continued with our Stepping Stones program and the reinforcement activities. I am excited about all these units, new and old.

Ms Smith has been kind enough to include the 12 reading strategies that are used when assisting and guiding our students in their learning to read. The first 6 are the strategies that prep/one students use. Please feel free to refer to these of a night when reading with your child as the language is that of which we use in class.

Thankyou

Miss Belinda Brien (Prep/One)